Coming to the Academy from Year 11

- If you are coming to the Academy from Year 11, it is likely you will already have a Year 12 course planned from discussions in your College and from your own pathway planning work. The difference for you will be the availability of both bridging and enriched learning opportunities, especially those with the University of Tasmania and within the community.

What do I want for my future? (Your vision and life goals)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

What subjects have I completed in Year 11 that will support my goals?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

What other information do I need?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

What Year 12 subjects do I need to do in order to achieve my education goals? (Include a back-up subject)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

What education choices beyond Year 12 do I have to achieve these goals?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Questions I might like to ask the Academy Enrolment Counsellor:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Most students will choose four Level 3 subjects, leaving time to be involved in these other learning opportunities.

- It’s important that you talk to your teachers this year to get the best advice about your choices for next year. Your teachers are your best counsellors for specific subject information.